


Sherborne Prep
Life

is a Journey...
at



Embraced

...Where

Childhood

and
Celebrated

is 

Children are inspired to 
be valued citizens within 
a strong community, 
resourceful, independent 
and striving to be the  
best they can be.



Our pupils demonstrate intellectual 
curiosity and determination

Embracing individual abilities, 
inclusivity and teamwork

Strong
Foundations...

Built on 



KINDNESS

PERSEVERANCE

HONESTY

AWARENESS

INDEPENDENCE

GENEROSITY

words

...where
values are

not just



Providing an excellent educational 
experience for every child

Discovering 
the Joy

of Learning...



...in a

Stimulating

Broad
and

Teachers promoting 
endeavour and interest

Effort is encouraged 
and rewarded

Individual talent is 
fostered and developed

Environment



Filled with Stimulating and challenging 
opportunities for each individual

Designed to inspire 
and enrich learningCreative...

Opportunities
to be



A broad range of cultural, artistic, sporting 
and intellectual extra-curricular activities

Enjoy...and to

Every Moment







Journey 
within a

Strong Community...

A

A co-ed and flexible 
approach to boarding 



...Nurturing       Caring 

Every Child
as an Individual

for

Welcoming parents into a partnership that embraces trust, 
understanding, a shared vision and mutual support

We know our children and 
their well-being comes first

Celebrating character 
and a sense of  fun

and



Encouraging

Thinking...

Pupils respect the views of others as well 
as expressing their own ideas

A staging post for lifelong learning, 
discovery and achievement

Independent



...Curiosity,
Inquisitiveness

and Perseverance

Our pupils learn to 
question and reason

Children challenged to 
think and explore

Forward thinking 
and ambitious



Excellent spiritual, moral, social 
and cultural development 

Our pupils demonstrate 
great kindness

An awareness of non-material 
aspects of their lives

A Culture of

Aspiration, Inclusion
Excellenceand



A strong understanding of their place and 
responsibilities in the wider world

Futurefor the

Excellent spiritual, moral, social 
and cultural development 

Our pupils demonstrate 
great kindness

An awareness of non-material 
aspects of their lives

Prepared, independent and happy 
children confident in themselves

PreparationA



Journey
Let

Begin...

the





www.sherborneprep.org

Telephone: +44 (0)1935 812097       Email: admissions@sherborneprep.org

Acreman Street, Sherborne, Dorset, England DT9 3NY

Non Nobis Solum


